
SWAT： Disarm the time bomb.
Terrorist： Detonate the time bomb.

１．Determining Roles
 The Role Cards used varies based on the number of players.

Players SWAT Terrorist
4, 5 3 2
6 4 2

 Shuffle the Role Cards, according to the number of players, and deal one,
face down, to each player. Without showing the other players, each player
checks his role determined by his Role Card then places his card facedown
in front of himself. In a 4-player game there will be one card leftover.
 Return that card to the box without looking at it.

２．Wire Card Distribution
A time bomb planted by terrorists has been discovered!  The number of Wire Cards varies with the number of players.
The time remaining is rapidly running out.
Surely the great bomb-diffusing SWAT team's skill will save the day. Players Safe Success Boom
Although even now, the location of the terrorists remain a mystery. 4 15 4 1
Also, it seems like there are more SWAT members on the team then usual... 5 19 5 1
 but there's no time to investigate that now. 6 23 6 1

 Take the cards based on the number of players and shuffle them
thoroughly and deal all the cards to the players.

6 Role Cards (4 SWAT, 2 Terrorist)
30 Wire Cards (23 Normal Wires<SAFE>, 6 Disarming Wires<SUCCESS>, ３．Determining the Start Player
1 Explosion Wire<BOOM>)  The player who most recently exploded will be the start player. If no one
1 Nipper Card has ever exploded the game ends immediately, or you can determine a 

start player anyway you decide. The start player takes the Nipper Card and
places it in front of himself, so that all players can see it. From now on the
player with the Nipper Card in front of them is the Clipper Trooper.
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 The players check their Wire Cards, and then they shuffle all of them and The game ends when any of the following 3 conditions are met.
line them up in front of themselves.
 The Clipper Trooper selects any Wire Card of any player other than himself ・All of the Success Wires have been clipped.
and clips that wire. During this time all players should discuss which player's 　　⇒The Swat players win. (The time bomb has been disarmed.)
wire to clip, but the final decision belongs to the Clipper Trooper.
 The Clipper Trooper chooses one card from the facedown cards in front of ・The Explosion<BOOM> card has been clipped.
the chosen player and places the Nipper Card on the chosen card. 　　⇒The Terrorist players win. (The time bomb has been detonated.)
 The chosen card is flipped face up and placed for all players to see.
 The selected wire has been cut. If the end game conditions (see later) have ・4 rounds have ended.
not been met then discard the selected card to the center of the table. 　　⇒The Terrorist players win. (The time bomb's timer has caused an
 Separate the SAFE and the SUCCESS cards, so that you can see how many 　　　explosion.)
of each have been cut this round. ※At the end of the 4th round there are enough cards left over for an
 Separating the discard piles by card type and round can keep the game state additional round, but the game ends immediately after the 4th round.
easy to understand.

Discard pile example. (5-player game)
　　Round 1  To get this game booming with fun, explosive discussions, and

gun-powder-filled lies about information and best actions are
recommended.
 Tick-tock it's time for fun.

　　Round 2
　　　　・
　　　　・ Game Design：Yusuke Sato
　　　　・ Graphic Design & Illustration：Kotaro Kawa

Testing： Asozandaihunka, KUA
 The player holding the Nipper Card, who was holding the card that was just Yoshimine, Ayano（Asobi.dept）
clipped, will be the next Clipper Trooper and that player decides the next Wire Katsuya Kitano, Yusuke Ota, Kensuke Ota, Ami201, Takupaipai,
Card to clip. Shimpei Sako, Tama Kingmaker, Yusuke Sato
 The round ends when the number of wires clipped is equal to the number of （New Board Game Party）
players (i.e. 4 in a 4-player game). Then all unclipped (facedown) Wire Cards Translation：Nathan Hunley
from all the players are collected, remaining face down, then they are Contact：newgame201@gmail.com
reshuffled and redistributed to the players, and a new round begins. In cooperation with：New Board Game Party　
(Each round players will have one less card than the previous round.)
 The player with the Nipper Card (the player who's Wire Card was last clipped http://ameblo.jp/newgame201/
in the previous round) is the first Clipper Trooper for the new round.
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